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Introduction
PEST is surely the most widespread code used to calibrate groundwater models. Graphical User
Interfaces such as Groundwater Vistas, GMS, Processing Modflow, Visual Modflow, etc. include a
dedicated menu where the basic options and settings of PEST are easily accessible. Rather than a
menu or sub-menu in the modelling interface, FePEST (associated to FEFLOW) constitutes a
dedicated interface. The most recent versions of the GUIs now also include the commands to
perform Uncertainty Analysis, providing a few basic settings to select. The following text refers to
the GUI Groundwater Vistas 7 (GV7).
The GUIs, though trying to catch up with the fast PEST evolution, include a minimum percentage of
the potentialities that the original stand-alone software offers. Just to make a comparison, the
GWV7 user manual and related tutorials dedicate about 90 pages to PEST, FePEST about 130, while
the PEST manual is more than 600 pages divided into 2 volumes; to these the theory behind PEST
described in the book must be added (more than 200 pages), as well as hundreds of explicative
notes, tutorials, exercises, research papers.
PEST is the life-work of John Doherty, and more than a software it is a “continuous creation”, where
passion, precision, innovation, genius and creativity converge. It’s not an exaggeration to define
PEST the most incredible and inspiring Masterpiece in model calibration and uncertainty analysis
presently available.
The PEST commands introduced into the interfaces have changed the life of many intermediate
modelers, allowing them to hasten and automate the painful process of calibration through inverse
modelling, without the need to be advanced command line users and/or programmers.
While this simplification helped the spread of PEST as a calibration device, it necessitated that
hundreds of additional tools and utilities be ignored, and therefore not included by any interface.
The aim of these notes is to introduce some basic knowledge needed before using PEST.
Herein some tips and examples are given, in order to encourage a soft landing in the “black
window”, beautiful territory where PEST lives in its full strengths.
We would greatly appreciate every kind of feedback and revision to the present version of the
document (especially if troubles are encountered) –in case of questions and suggestions, please
write to the authors. If you need to acquire a deepest comprehension of the practice and theory
behind PEST, courses are available on-site and on-line on request (held by John Doherty, Giovanni
Formentin, Francesca Lotti and other experts). Courses can be based on example exercises or on
your own projects (project tutoring).
Subscribe to the LinkedIn group “PEST, PEST_HP & PEST++ Users” to join the trouble-shooting
forum and to be updated about the future initiatives.
Consultancy is of course also available, nevertheless, we prefer to spread the tools and skills, rather
than calibrating hundreds of models ourselves. In order to facilitate the “try yourself” approach, we
can offer our computational power for parallel computing as a service, connecting your computer
to our machines.

______________________________
WARNING!!!
If you want to use PEST…
-

You are supposed to be a modeller…

-

You are supposed to know the basic use of PEST through the GUI, and to have read the related
materials (the PEST manuals and the PEST book are highly recommended, anyway at the very
beginning, PEST related chapters on the GUI manual and tutorials can be sufficient).
o

http://www.pesthomepage.org/Downloads.php

o

http://www.pesthomepage.org/PEST-The_Book.php
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1 Preliminaries
This chapter gives an overview of the basic informatic knowledge which is necessary to take
advantage of the PEST suite. Those already familiar with the command line environment don’t need
to go through this chapter (but they are welcome to give suggestions to improve it).

1.1 Visualize file extensions
In MS Windows OS, File Explorer does not show file extension as a default setting. Since running a
model generates tens of files with the same name but different extensions, it becomes essential to
avoid confusion. Change this setting as follows (Figure 1):
1. Open File Explorer
2. Select the View menu
3. Tick the “File name extensions” option.
This will remain valid in every folder now onwards.

Figure 1 File Explorer settings

1.2 Command Prompt
The Command Prompt (as it is called in MS Windows) is a user interface that is navigated by typing
commands at prompts, instead of using the mouse. Unlike a GUI, a command line only uses a
keyboard to navigate by entering commands. This interface is nowadays considered “difficult”,
because of the need to memorize dozens of different commands. Nevertheless, a command line is
a valuable resource. For example, Windows users may find tasks such as renaming 1000 files in a
folder very difficult. Renaming 1000 files in a directory can be done in less than a minute with the
proper command entered in the command line.
In order to get the most out of PEST, the Command prompt needs to be used. This operation can
be made easier following some tips. As every modeller knows, the model runs in a working
directory, where it generates tens of files. To avoid problems, this directory should have a short
path, with no spaces nor special characters. The working directory should be placed in a local hard
drive (C:\, D:\, etc.). Shared folder such as Google Drive, Dropbox, OneDrive, etc. should be avoided.
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Figure 2 Example of working directory seen from File Explorer

In WIN8, the Command Prompt can be launched by a right-click over Windows Start | Command
Prompt or searching for it in the Win Apps menu (Figure 3).

a

b

c

Figure 3 Ways to start the Command Prompt in Win8 (a and b); Command windows (c)
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The Command Prompt can also be accessed by the context menu, directly inside the working
directory as follows:
1. Open the working directory in File Explorer;
2. Place the mouse arrow in the white area on the right of the File Explorer (be sure that no
file is selected);
3. Press SHIFT + right-click to open the context menu;
4. Click on “Open command window here”.
In this way the Command Prompt is properly opened with the working directory path, and ready to
be used to launch executable files that call other files present in the folder (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Starting of the Command Prompt from File Explorer

In WIN10 the default command line interface is PowerShell. To comfortably use PEST, it is
recommended to change this setting, at least in the context menu, following the steps below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Start menu;
Search for Notepad under Windows Accessories;
Right-click on Notepad and select Run as Administrator;
Copy and paste the following text inside Notepad;
Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\shell\cmdprompt]
@="@shell32.dll,-8506"
"Extended"=""
"NoWorkingDirectory"=""
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\shell\cmdprompt\command]
@="cmd.exe /s /k pushd \"%V\""
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\Background\shell\cmdprompt]
@="@shell32.dll,-8506"
"Extended"=""
"NoWorkingDirectory"=""
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\Background\shell\cmdprompt\command]
@="cmd.exe /s /k pushd \"%V\""
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Drive\shell\cmdprompt]
@="@shell32.dll,-8506"
"Extended"=""
"NoWorkingDirectory"=""
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Drive\shell\cmdprompt\command]
@="cmd.exe /s /k pushd \"%V\""

5. “Save with name...”, select all files (*.*);
6. Give a name to the file, including the extension .REG (for example, Start_cmd.reg);
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7. Save the file in a local folder and close Notepad;
8. Reach the file location and double-click. As a warning appears, confirm the execution.

Now the “Open command windows here” option should be present on the context menu of the
working directory.

Figure 5 “Open command windows here” option accessed from the context menu

An alternative and faster way is as follows:
1. Click up in the address bar and delete the folder path;
2. Type “cmd” and press Enter.
This works in Windows 10, 8 and 7.

Figure 6 One of the options to launch the command prompt from File Explorer
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1.3 Computer IP address
A fundamental information which is needed to enable communication between computers is the IP
address (Internet Protocol address) of a computer. An IP address serves two principal functions. It
identifies the host, or its network interface, and it provides the location of the host in the network,
and thus the capability of establishing a path to that host. Different protocols have been
developed along the years: Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) defines an IP address as a 32-bit
number. However, because of the growth of the Internet and the depletion of available IPv4
addresses, a new version of IP (IPv6), using 128 bits for the IP address, was developed in 1995, and
standardized in 1998. IPv6 deployment has been ongoing since the mid-2000s.
The IP address we are interested in, is the one following the IPv4 protocol. It can be seen typing the
command ipconfig + <Enter> in the Command Prompt.

Figure 7 Command window with the results of the ipconfig command for a specific machine

Local networks usually assign temporary IP addresses automatically; this means that the address of
our machine can change every time it starts. This kind of setting is not practical when we need to
use different machines for parallel computing, since the variable IP address needs to be checked
and copied every time.
This default setting can be changed, turning the dynamic IP into a static address through the
following steps:
1. Open File Explorer, right-click on “Network” and select “Properties”;
2. Click on “Ethernet”;
3. In the Ethernet status dialog, click on “Properties”;
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4. In the Ethernet properties, select the Networking tab, then select “Internet Protocol Version
4 (TCP/IPv4) and click on Properties;

5. In the General tab, deselect the option “Obtain an IP address automatically” and select “Use
the following IP address” (be sure that no other static IP address in your network has
already the same number);
6. Press OK, then OK.

1.4 Executable files
Most modellers use a graphical user interface (GUI) to build, run and calibrate their MODFLOW
models. Basically, the GUI creates the input files for MODFLOW (translating graphics into text files).
After the model is run, it imports MODFLOW output files (translating text files into graphics). A
basic list of files widely used in groundwater modelling is provided in Table 1.
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Name of the main
.exe files

Software name

mf2k.exe

MODFLOW 2000 https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/modflow/

mf2005.exe

MODFLOW 2005 https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/modflow/mf2005.html

mfusg.exe

MODFLOW-USG

https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/mfusg/

mf6.exe

MODFLOW 6

https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/modflow/MODFLOW.html

mpath7.exe

MODPATH

https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/modpath/

mod-PATH3DU.exe

mod-PATH3DU

http://www.sspa.com/software/mod-path3du

pest.exe

PEST

http://www.pesthomepage.org/Downloads.php

beopest64.exe

BEOPEST

http://www.pesthomepage.org/Downloads.php

pest_hp.exe

PEST_HP

https://pest.cloud/

mt3dms5b.exe

MT3DMS

https://hydro.geo.ua.edu/mt3d/mt3dms2.htm

MT3D-USGS_64.exe

MT3D-USGS

https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/mt3d-usgs/

swt_v4.exe

SEAWAT

https://water.usgs.gov/ogw/seawat/

Software page

Table 1 Common executable files used in groundwater modelling (the list is not exaustive)

MODFLOW executable files, as well as some executables of the PEST Suite, are copied into the local
drive as the GUI is installed. MODFLOW can also be downloaded from the USGS (US Geological
Survey) website, while the latest version of PEST can be downloaded from the PEST website (Table
1). MODFLOW and PEST are available for free, as well as PEST_HP. At present, the only GUI that
integrates PEST_HP is GV7.

1.4.1 Path to the executable files
As GV7 is installed, MODFLOW, related programs and PEST are automatically added in the C:\GV7
folder, and the system environmental variable PATH is automatically updated with this information
(the variable PATH is a list of directory paths; when the user types a command at the prompt
without providing the full path, this list is checked to see whether it contains a path that leads to
the specified command).
If you want to execute a program whose path is not yet specified, you need to add it to the list of
paths (or to copy the exe file into the working directory). To add the path, follow the steps below:
1. Open File Explorer;
2. Right-click on “This PC” and select Properties;
3. Click on Advanced system settings;
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4.
5.
6.
7.

When “System properties” window opens, select the “Advanced” tab;
Click on Environment Variables...
In the LOWER list “System variables”, select “Path” and Edit...
At the end of the text reported in “Variable value”, add “;C:\NAME” (where NAME indicates
the name of the folder containing the executable files).
8. Click OK, OK, OK to exit.
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1.4.2 Text files and various extensions
Text files are “simple” files, containing just the necessary without any image, formatting, etc. For
this reason, they can contain a large amount of information with minimum memory requirement.
For instance, the same page of text saved in Notepad is 4 kb, while in MS Word is 15 kb.
PEST, as MODFLOW, reads instructions and write results through text files. Each text file reports
important instructions or information organized in lines. While reading a text file, the executable
program searches for instructions written in specific lines and position along the line, or for some
special character associated with the instruction. If one line, or a space in one line is accidentally
deleted, the executable file might output an error message, since the instructions are not placed as
expected.
In order to simplify the count of line or spaces, free text editors, for example EditPad Lite or
Notepad++, exist which add useful tools to the basic Notepad layout.

Figure 8 Exemples of text files visualization in Notepad (above) and in EditPad Lite (below)

Whatever text file (extension .txt) can be turned into other kind of file simply re-typing the
extension.
-

target.txt -> target.dat
pest.txt -> pest.pst
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Text files are also generated by PEST and MODFLOW as output files. The main ones are imported
by the GUI and visualized in graphs, contours of head, water balance, calibrated parameters, etc.
Alternatively, they can be opened, imported or pasted in MS Excel. Excel allows a user to separate
the information available in one row into pertinent columns, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 Excel wizard to convert text to columns

The list of input/output files of PEST and their extensions are briefly described in Appendix 1 and
Appendix 2.
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1.4.3 Batch files
A Batch file is a text file with .bat extension, containing a series of commands to be executed by the
operating system as if they were issues through a command prompt (even if the present
convention is to use command files .cmd instead of .bat, in numerical modelling there is still wide
use of batch files). When a batch file is run, its commands are executed. Following the steps below,
a simple batch file can be created to see how it works:
1. Open Notepad and copy this text:
ECHO Here is my first batch file
PAUSE

Where:
- ECHO: Display messages on screen; it can
- PAUSE: If you didn’t add PAUSE to the file, the batch file would simply run its commands
and then automatically close. When you want to quickly run commands without seeing the
output, you can omit this. If you’re running several commands, you could place the PAUSE
command in between them.
2. Save the file with name “Test.bat” (include the .bat extension in the file name, so you don’t need to
change it later);
3. Double click on Test.bat; the command windows pops up. Press any key to close it.

4. You can add the command “echo off” to make the output clearer. Right click on the Test.bat, select
Edit, change the text as follows and save:
ECHO OFF
ECHO My first batch file
PAUSE

Where:
- ECHO OFF: is an optional command that cleans up the output by hiding the commands
from being printed at the prompt. In most batch files you will want ECHO OFF; the @
symbol at the start of a line is the same as ECHO OFF applied to the current line only.
5. Double click on Test.bat; the command windows pops up. Press any key to close it.

To run several commands, you type each one on its own line in the text editor (Notepad) and the
batch file will run each one in order. For example, we can create an output file with the text string
of the previous example:
1. Modify the Test.bat file as follows:
ECHO OFF
ECHO My second batch file
ECHO My second batch file >> output.txt
ECHO An output file with the above string has been created in this
folder
PAUSE

Where:
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>> is the append symbol; instead of outputting the results of the command to the screen, all
outputs are stored in the file whose name follows the symbol (newly created if not already
existing);
6. Double click on Test.bat; the command windows pops up. Press any key to close it.

In a batch file comments can be added to explain what the running of the file can do. A wide list of
commands that can be used from the prompt line (and inside batch files) is available here. One last
example can be tried to see some of those:
1. Modify the Test.bat file as follows:
ECHO OFF
rem -----------------------rem Example of batch file
rem -----------------------rem ***Delete existing output.txt files***
DEL /P output.txt
rem ***Create a new output file reporting the specified string***
ECHO My third batch file >> output.txt
ECHO output.txt file created
PAUSE
rem ***Copy the output file to the specified path and change its name***
COPY output.txt C:\Users\Kataclima\Documents
RENAME C:\Users\Kataclima\Documents\output.txt output_1.dat
ECHO Output.txt copied and name changed
ECHO Go to the specified folder: C:\Users\Kataclima\Documents and open
output_1.dat
PAUSE

2. Double click on Test.bat; the command window pops up. Check the results and press any key to
close the command window.
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2 PEST files
PEST set-up is widely described in pertinent manuals and tutorials (that need to be read carefully).
This paragraph and the following are simply meant to give some tips to those who are not familiar
with the tools available “behind the scene” of GUIs. One of the reasons of this document, is that
the PEST suite can offer much more than any interface can ever hope to include. Hundreds of
utilities are there, ready to fulfil the wishes of any modeller. As someone would say: “Ask, and it
shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find”.
The main executable file is pest.exe. This is a 32 bit program; its 64 bit counterpart is named
i64pest.exe. Both of these need a number of other files to work. All the settings and preferences to
be communicated to PEST, and all the results given by PEST, are written in text files with specific
extensions. The files that any user of PEST should be familiar with are described in the following
paragraphs, in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.

2.1 Input files
PEST requires three types of input files. These are:
•
•

•

template files, one for each model input file in which parameters are defined; it
informs PEST of the locations of parameters in model input files;
instruction files, one for each model output file on which model-generated
observations exist, they are used to read numbers from model output files for which
there are corresponding field measurements;
a control file, supplying PEST with the names of all template and instruction files,
the names of the corresponding model input and output files, the problem size,
control variables, initial parameter values, field measurements and weights
comprising the observation dataset upon which model calibration is to be based,
and informs PEST of the values of certain control variables which govern certain
aspects of PEST’s operations.

These three files can be created via GV (Model | Pest | Create Datasets) and the control file case.pst
(here and all along this document, case stands for an arbitrary model root name) can be opened as
shown in Figure 10 (Model | Pest | View Files | Main input file). The created files can also be opened
directly from the model working directory with Notepad. Note that using GV, the instruction file
must be used with GV’s software called targpest.exe. Targpest reads MODFLOW binary files and
reformats the output so that PEST can compute the target statistics.

Figure 10 Creation of the PEST datasets and visualization of main files through GV
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A list, brief description and examples of the input files that PEST needs to start its run are recorded
in Table 2 (Appendix B1.2 of the PEST Manual Part I).
Name

Function
The PEST control file; the “.pst” extension is mandatory.
See paragraph 2.1.1 and Appendix 1 for a detailed description
case.tpl
Template file. The filename base and extension are user-selectable; an extension of “.tpl” is
recommended.

case.pst

ptf #
#recharge # #cond # #scoeff
0.0
/ initial head
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
50.0
100.0
200.0
500.0
1000.0
2000.0
5000.0
10000.0

case.ins

# / recharge conductance storage coeff

/ elapsed times

Instruction file. The filename base and extension are user-selectable; an extension of “.ins”
is recommended.
pif #
l2 [head1]16:33
l1 [head2]16:33
l1 [head3]16:33
l1 [head4]16:33
l1 [head5]16:33
l1 [head6]16:33
l1 [head7]16:33
l1 [head8]16:33
l1 [head9]16:33
l1 [head10]16:33
l1 [head11]16:33
l1 [head12]16:33
l1 [head13]16:33
l1 [head14]16:33
l1 [head15]16:33
l1 [head16]16:33

arbitrary

case.rmf

Observation or prior information covariance matrix file. The filename base and extension
are user-selectable.
Run management file required by Parallel PEST and optionally BEOPEST.

Table 2 PEST INPUT files; table modified from Appendix B1.2 of the PEST Manual Part I

2.1.1 PEST control file (pcf; .pst extension)
The PEST control file is created by GV when the “Create dataset” command is run. It is worth
getting familiar with this file, and the instructions written within, since this is the file that tells PEST
what to do. A basic understanding of this file can help to detect most of the “translation” errors
that might occur in creating the file through a GUI.
The principal set of instructions, functions and information that can be included in the PEST control
file are shown in the following table. According to the options available or selected in the GUI,
sections can or cannot be present within this file.
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N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Sections of the pcf
pcf
* control data
RSTFLE PESTMODE
NPAR NOBS NPARGP NPRIOR NOBSGP [MAXCOMPDIM][DERZEROLIM]
NTPLFLE NINSFLE PRECIS DPOINT [NUMCOM JACFILE MESSFILE] [OBSREREF]
RLAMBDA1 RLAMFAC PHIRATSUF PHIREDLAM NUMLAM [JACUPDATE] [LAMFORGIVE] [DERFORGIVE]
RELPARMAX FACPARMAX FACORIG [IBOUNDSTICK UPVECBEND] [ABSPARMAX]
PHIREDSWH [NOPTSWITCH] [SPLITSWH] [DOAUI] [DOSENREUSE] [BOUNDSCALE]
NOPTMAX PHIREDSTP NPHISTP NPHINORED RELPARSTP NRELPAR [PHISTOPTHRESH] [LASTRUN] [PHIABANDON]
ICOV ICOR IEIG [IRES] [JCOSAVE] [VERBOSEREC] [JCOSAVEITN] [REISAVEITN] [PARSAVEITN] [PARSAVERUN]
* sensitivity reuse
SENRELTHRESH SENMAXREUSE
SENALLCALCINT SENPREDWEIGHT SENPIEXCLUDE
* singular value decomposition
SVDMODE
MAXSING EIGTHRESH
EIGWRITE
* lsqr
LSQRMODE
LSQR_ATOL LSQR_BTOL LSQR_CONLIM LSQR_ITNLIM
LSQRWRITE
* automatic user intervention
MAXAUI AUISTARTOPT NOAUIPHIRAT AUIRESTITN
AUISENSRAT AUIHOLDMAXCHG AUINUMFREE
AUIPHIRATSUF AUIPHIRATACCEPT NAUINOACCEPT
* svd assist
BASEPESTFILE
BASEJACFILE
SVDA_MULBPA SVDA_SCALADJ SVDA_EXTSUPER SVDA_SUPDERCALC SVDA_PAR_EXCL
* parameter groups
PARGPNME INCTYP DERINC DERINCLB FORCEN DERINCMUL DERMTHD [SPLITTHRESH SPLITRELDIFF SPLITACTION]
(one such line for each of NPARGP parameter groups)
* parameter data
PARNME PARTRANS PARCHGLIM PARVAL1 PARLBND PARUBND PARGP SCALE OFFSET DERCOM
(one such line for each of NPAR parameters)
PARNME PARTIED
(one such line for each tied parameter)
* observation groups
OBGNME [GTARG] [COVFLE]
(one such line for each of NOBSGP observation group)
* observation data
OBSNME OBSVAL WEIGHT OBGNME
(one such line for each of NOBS observations)
* derivatives command line
DERCOMLINE
EXTDERFLE
* model command line
COMLINE
(one such line for each of NUMCOM command lines)
* model input/output
TEMPFLE INFLE
(one such line for each of NTPLFLE template files)
INSFLE OUTFLE
(one such line for each of NINSLFE instruction files)
* prior information
PILBL PIFAC * PARNME + PIFAC * log(PARNME) ... = PIVAL WEIGHT OBGNME
(one such line for each of NPRIOR articles of prior information)
* predictive analysis
NPREDMAXMIN [PREDNOISE]
PD0 PD1 PD2
ABSPREDLAM RELPREDLAM INITSCHFAC MULSCHFAC NSEARCH
ABSPREDSWH RELPREDSWH
NPREDNORED ABSPREDSTP RELPREDSTP NPREDSTP
* regularisation
PHIMLIM PHIMACCEPT [FRACPHIM] [MEMSAVE]
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N

17

Sections of the pcf
WFINIT WFMIN WFMAX [LINREG] [REGCONTINUE]
WFFAC WFTOL IREGADJ [NOPTREGADJ REGWEIGHTRAT [REGSINGTHRESH]]
* pareto
PARETO_OBSGROUP
PARETO_WTFAC_START PARETO_WTFAC_FIN NUM_WTFAC_INC
NUM_ITER_START NUM_ITER_GEN NUM_ITER_FIN
ALT_TERM
OBS_TERM ABOVE_OR_BELOW OBS_THRESH NUM_ITER_THRESH (only if ALT_TERM is non-zero)
NOBS_REPORT
OBS_REPORT_1 OBS_REPORT_2 OBS_REPORT_3.. (NOBS_REPORT items)

Table 3 PEST control file divided into its different sections

A selection of the most used sections of the PEST control file are described in Appendix 1.
Explanations are taken as such or summarized from the Pest User Manual, Part I (Chapter 4 – PEST
Control File and Appendix A – PEST Control File Specifications). The theory behind each section is
extensively explained in Doherty (2015). The table also gives instructions on how to change the
settings of the PEST control file from the GUI GV, when this is allowed.

2.2 Output files
During and at the end of the PEST run, PEST generates a number of output files. Some of them can
be seen, imported or plotted by the GUI. Alternatively, they can be opened directly from the model
working directory. A list and brief description of the output files that PEST generates is recorded in
Table 4 (Appendix B1.3 of the PEST Manual Part I). The details of the main output file, the PEST run
record file, are provided in Appendix 2.
Name

Function

case.rec

Run record file. This is available throughout a PEST run; at the end of a PEST run a suite
of run outcome data is added to the file.
See Appendix 2 for a detailed description
case.par
Parameter value file. This file holds best parameter values achieved up until any stage of
the inversion process. This file is available throughout a PEST run.
case.par.N
Parameters achieved at the end of iteration N. This file is only saved if PEST is run in
“pareto” mode or if the PARSAVEITN control variable is set accordingly.
case.par.N_M
This file is only recorded by BEOPEST. It records parameter values sent to individual
slaves. It is saved only if PARSAVERUN is set to “parsaverun”.
basecase.bpa
Parameter value file written by PEST when implementing SVD-assisted inversion.
basecase.bpa. Iteration-specific parameter value file written by PEST when implementing SVD-assisted
N
inversion.
###error.par.
A parameter value file recording parameters used by the model on the N’th occasion of
N
model run failure encountered when testing parameter upgrades calculated using
different values of the Marquardt lambda. These files are written only if the LAMFORGIVE
control variable is set to “lamforgive”.
case.jco
The binary Jacobian matrix file. This is available on a continuous basis; it is updated
whenever parameters are improved. To obtain an ASCII version use the JACWRIT utility.
case.jco.N
Iteration-specific Jacobian matrix files which are saved if the JCOSAVEITN control variable
is set to “jcosaveitn”.
case.sen
This file contains composite parameter sensitivities; it is updated during every iteration.
case.seo
Contains composite observation sensitivities. It is written at the end of a PEST run, unless
PEST is run in “pareto” mode.
case.res
Residuals file. This lists measured and model-calculated values of all observations and
prior information equations, together with residuals, weighted residuals, and residuals
processed in other ways. It is written on completion of a PEST run unless PEST is run in
“pareto” mode.
case.rsr
Rotated residuals file. This file is written only if one or more observation covariances
matrices are provided. It is equivalent to the residuals file, but records information
pertaining to covariance-matrix-transformed residuals. It is not recorded if PEST is run in
“pareto” mode.
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Name

Function

case.rei

Interim residuals file. This file contains the same information as the residuals file, but is
available during progression of the inversion process, and updated during every iteration
in which parameters improve. It is not recorded if PEST is run in “pareto” mode.
An interim residuals file containing residuals computed using parameters estimated
during iteration N of the inversion process. This file can be requested through the
REISAVEITN variable.
The matrix file holds covariance, correlation and eigencomponent matrices if no
regularisation is employed. It is updated at the end of very iteration. At the end of the
inversion process, matrix data pertaining to optimised parameters is recorded in the
same format.
The resolution data file. This is a binary file which is used by utilities such as RESPROC
and RESWRIT for computation of post-calibration error variance

case.rei.N
case.mtt

case.rsd

Table 4 PEST OUTPUT files; table modified from Appendix B1.3 of the PEST Manual Part I
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Appendix 1.

PEST control file

SECTION 1
pcf
* control data
RSTFLE PESTMODE
NPAR NOBS NPARGP NPRIOR NOBSGP
NTPLFLE NINSFLE PRECIS DPOINT [NUMCOM JACFILE MESSFILE]
RLAMBDA1 RLAMFAC PHIRATSUF PHIREDLAM NUMLAM [JACUPDATE] [LAMFORGIVE] [DERFORGIVE]
RELPARMAX FACPARMAX FACORIG
PHIREDSWH [NOPTSWITCH] [DOAUI]
NOPTMAX PHIREDSTP NPHISTP NPHINORED RELPARSTP NRELPAR
ICOV ICOR IEIG [PARSAVEITN]
pcf
* control data
restart estimation
604 57 2 0 1
2 1 single point 1 0 0
2.000000e+001 -3.000000e+000 3.000000e-001 1.000000e-002 7 999 lamforgive
1.000000e+001 1.000000e+001 1.000000e-003
1.000000e-001 1 noaui
25 1.000000e-002 3 3 1.000000e-002 3
0 0 0 PARSAVEITN
Variable
Values
name
Description
(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

RSTFLE*
(text)

PESTMODE
(text)

bold = default in
GV

“restart” or
“norestart”
“estimation”,
“prediction”,
“regularisation
”, “pareto”

NPAR
(integer)
NOBS
(integer)
NPARGP
(integer)

greater than
zero
greater than
zero
greater than
zero

NPRIOR
(integer)

any integer
value

NOBSGP
(integer)
NTPLFLE
(integer)
NINSFLE
(integer)

greater than
zero
greater than
zero
greater than
zero

PRECIS*
(text)

“single” or
“double”

DPOINT*
(text)

“point” or
“nopoint”

NUMCOM*
(integer)
JACFILE*
(integer)
MESSFILE*
(integer)

instructs PEST whether to write restart data. PEST “leaves tracks” as it runs and
continuously updates files, so that its execution can be re-commenced later if it is
intentionally or accidently halted. If “norestart” is assigned, later re-commencement of
execution is impossible.
PEST’s mode of operation for parameters estimation is “estimation”. Other modes are
available: “prediction”, can be changed in GV (Model | PEST | Options | Basic options |
Run PEST predictive analysis); “regularisation”, can be changed in GV (Model | PEST |
Options | Basic options | Regularize parameters); “pareto”, can be changed in GV
(Model | PEST | Options | Pareto | Run PEST in Pareto mode).
number of parameters (automatically assigned in GV).
number of observations (automatically assigned in GV).
number of parameter groups (automatically assigned in GV).
its absolute value is the number of prior information equations; a negative value
indicates supply of prior information in indexed format (automatically assigned in
GV).
number of observation groups (automatically assigned in GV).
Number of template files (files with .tpl extension) containing information about the
parameters to be calibrated (automatically assigned in GV).
number of PEST instruction files (files with .ins extension) (automatically assigned in
GV).
format for writing parameter values to model input files. If “single”, PEST writes
parameters to model input files using single precision protocol (13 characters in
length); if “double”, parameter values are written to model input files using double
precision protocol (23 characters).
If “nopoint” is assigned, PEST omits the decimal point from the parameter values on
model input files in case the decimal point is redundant, thus making room for the
use of one extra significant figure. With the “point” option (recommended) PEST will
ensure that the decimal point is always present.

greater than
zero (1)

number of command lines used to run
model

0, 1 or -1

indicates whether model
external derivatives file

0 or 1

indicates whether PEST writes PEST-tomodel message file

provides
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RLAMBDA1
(real)

RLAMFAC
(real)

zero or greater
(20.0)

positive or
negative, but
not zero (-3)

PHIRATSUF
(real)

between 0 and
1 (0.3)

PHIREDLAM
(real)

between 0 and
1 (0.01)

NUMLAM
(integer)

one or greater
(7)

JACUPDATE
(integer)

zero or greater
(999)

initial Marquardt lambda. This informs PEST of the first value that it should test during
the first iteration of the inversion process. A value of 10.0 is appropriate in most
cases. Over the course of the entire inversion process the Marquardt lambda should
generally fall (it may rise if an inverse problem is poorly posed). If a PEST error about
the normal matrix being singular should occur, you may need to raise it; anyway in
these cases a better alternative would be to add regularisation to the PEST control file
and/or employ singular value decomposition.
In GV the default value of 20.0 can be changed from Model | PEST | Options | Basic
options | Initial Marquardt lambda.
dictates Marquardt lambda adjustment process. It is the factor by which PEST adjusts
the Marquardt lambda as it tests different values of this variable for their efficacy in
lowering the objective function. RLAMFAC must be greater than the absolute value of
1.0; a value of 2.0 seems to work well on many occasions, as well -3.0.
In GV the default value -3 can be changed from Model | PEST | Options | Basic options
| Lambda adjustment factor.
stands for “phi ratio sufficient” (fractional objective function sufficient for ending the
current iteration) and a value of 0.3 is mostly appropriate. It is a kind of iteration
termination criterion. If PEST calculates an objective function which is ≤ 30%
(PHIRATSUF = 0.3) of the starting objective function for that iteration, PEST considers
the goal of the current iteration achieved and moves on to the next iteration. If this
percentage is set too low, model runs may be wasted in search of an unachievable
objective function reduction. If it is set too high, PEST may not be given the
opportunity to properly “exploit” the iteration in reducing the objective function.
In GV the default value 0.3 can be changed from Model | PEST | Options | Basic
options | Objective function goal.
termination criterion for Marquardt lambda search, it provides an alternative criterion
to PEST to move on to the next iteration, if PHIRATSUF or less is not achieved. It relies
on the percentage of the objective function reduction between two consecutives
lambdas. A suitable value for PHIREDLAM is between 0.01 and 0.05 (objective function
reduction of 1-5%). If it is set too large, the criterion for moving on to the next
iteration is too easily met and PEST is not given the opportunity of adjusting lambda
to its optimal value for that iteration. If PHIREDLAM is set too low, PEST will test too
many Marquardt lambdas on each iteration when it would be better off starting a new
iteration.
In GV the default value 0.01 can be changed from Model | PEST | Options | Basic
options | Successive reduction goal.
Upper limit on the number of Marquardt lambdas that PEST will test during any one
iteration. It should normally be set between 5 and 10 (normally closer to 10). If
BEOPEST is used NUMLAM can be negative.
In GV the default value 7 can be changed from Model | PEST | Options | Basic options |
Number of lambdas.
activation of Broyden’s Jacobian update procedure. It provides a mechanism for
improving the Jacobian matrix based on model outputs calculated during model runs
undertaken for the purpose of testing parameter upgrades calculated using different
values of the Marquardt lambda. If JACUPDATE is omitted or set to zero, Broyden
updating does not occur. If it is set to n, where n is a positive integer, Broyden
updating will be undertaken during the second part of every PEST iteration following
the first n attempts to upgrade parameters using n different values of the Marquardt
lambdas. If it is set to 999, the Jacobian matrix is updated after the first parameter
upgrade attempt, and every parameter upgrade attempt thereafter. Experience
indicates that Broyden Jacobian updating works well on most occasions, but under
some rare circumstances it can hinder the progress of the inversion process. Anyway,
in the majority of cases it is worth a try.
In GV the default value 999 can be changed from Model | PEST >Run

termination>Use Broyden’s Jacobian update procedure.

LAMFORGIVE*
(text)

“lamforgive”
or
“nolamforgive”

DERFORGIVE*
(text)

“derforgive” or
“noderforgive
”

sometimes a model fails to run to completion. This situation is most likely to arise
during those phases of the parameter estimation process where PEST is altering the
value of the Marquardt lambda and testing new upgraded parameter values; this is
the stage of the inversion process where parameters provided to the model are most
different from their predecessors, and hence where model run failure is most likely to
occur. PEST can ignore the failed model run and attempt calculation of further
parameter upgrades using other values of the Marquardt lambda using the
LAMFORGIVE variable. It must be supplied as “lamforgive” (to activate model run
failure forgiveness) or “nolamforgive” (to de-activate model run failure forgiveness).
accommodates model failure during Jacobian runs by setting pertinent sensitivities to
zero. It governs PEST’s behaviour when model runs are being undertaken for the
purpose of finite-difference derivatives calculation. It must be supplied as either
“derforgive” or “noderforgive”. If it is omitted, a value of “noderforgive” is assumed. A
value of “noderforgive” preserves normal PEST behaviour following model run failure
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during derivatives calculation. Under these circumstances PEST makes one attempt to
repeat the model run using identical parameter values. If that run fails, PEST ceases
execution with an appropriate error message. It is omitted in GV.
RELPARMAX is the maximum relative change that a parameter
is allowed to undergo between optimisation iterations,
whereas FACPARMAX is the maximum factor change that a
parameter is allowed to undergo. Any particular parameter can
be subject to only one of these constraints. If, in the course of
the inversion process, a parameter becomes very small, the
relative or factor limit to subsequent adjustment of this
parameter may severely hamper its growth back to higher
values, resulting in very slow convergence to an objective
function minimum. FAGORIG prevents this occurrence by
adjusting the change of parameters values between one
iteration and the other.
The default values of the variables (RELPARMAX = 10.0;
FACPARMAX = 10.0; FACORIG = 0.001) cannot be changed in
GV.

RELPARMAX*
(real)

greater than
zero (10.0)

parameter relative
change limit

FACPARMAX*
(real)

greater than
one (10.0)

parameter factor
change limit

FACORIG*
(real)

between 0 and
1 (0.001)

minimum fraction
of original
parameter value in
evaluating relative
change

ABSPARMAX(
N)
(real)

greater than 0

parameter absolute change limit – N’th instance

between 0 and
1 (0.1)

sets objective function change for introduction of central derivatives. If the inversion
process appears to be slowing, PEST will switch from the first order derivative (one
model run is conducted for each parameter to compute its sensitivity) to the second
order (two model runs are needed for each parameter at each iteration). Switching
takes place if the relative reduction in the objective function between successive
iterations is less than the user-supplied value for PHIREDSWH:

PHIREDSWH
(real)

NOPTSWITCH
(integer)

1 or greater

DOAUI*
(text)

“aui”, “auid”, or
“noaui”

NOPTMAX
(integer)

-2, -1, 0, or any
number
greater than
zero (25)

PHIREDSTP
(real)

greater than
zero (0.01)

The GV default value 0.1 can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Derivative
switch.
iteration before which PEST will not switch to central derivatives computation. It can
be used to delay the onset of higher order derivatives calculation. This can be useful
where PEST may prematurely “trip” into higher order derivatives calculation before
increased derivatives accuracy is really needed.
By default, GV has all parameter groups set to “switch” for computing derivatives (set
from Model | Pest | Groups…, options in the “Derivative” column). The NOPTSWITCH
default value in GV is 1 iteration. If your PEST run switches to 2 runs per parameter in
the 2nd iteration, you might consider changing NOPTSWITCH to 2 or 3 just to see if
that is really necessary. It can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Iteration
before switching.
instructs PEST to implement automatic user intervention. It should be provided as
either “aui” or “noaui”. A value of “aui” switches on “automatic user intervention”. AUI
helps in keeping away from the estimate of insensible parameters, allowing the
process to go on more efficiently. Anyway, only on very rare occasions is automatic
user intervention useful. Insensitivity of parameters is accommodated far more
gracefully using singular value decomposition as a solution device for the inverse
problem.
sets the maximum number of optimisation iterations that PEST is allowed to
undertake on a parameter estimation run. If NOPTMAX is set to 0, PEST will terminate
execution after just one model run. This setting can be used to ensure that PEST setup
is correct, to compute the starting objective function and residuals. If NOPTMAX is set
to -2 PEST will calculate the Jacobian matrix, store it in a JCO file, and then cease
execution immediately. Setting NOPTMAX to –1 also instructs PEST to compute the
Jacobian matrix, but adds composite sensitivities and, if pertinent, post-calibration
uncertainty and covariance statistics calculated from parameter sensitivities.
The default value used in GV is 25 iterations, usually enough to ensure that PEST
termination is triggered by other criteria, more indicative of convergence to an
optimal parameter. It can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Run termination |
Maximum Optimization Iteration.
PHIREDSTP is a real variable whereas NPHISTP is an integer
relative objective
variable. If there have been NPHISTP optimisation iterations
function reduction
for which
triggering
termination

NPHISTP
(integer)

greater than
zero (3)

number of
successive iterations
over which
PHIREDSTP applies

PEST will consider that the inversion process is at an end.
For many cases 0.005 and 4 are suitable values, providing
good chances to reach the optimal set of parameters.
In GV, the two variables can be changed from Model | Pest |

Options | Run termination.
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NPHINORED
(integer)

greater than
zero (3)

number of iterations since last drop in objective function to trigger termination. If
PEST has failed to lower the objective function over NPHINORED successive iterations,
it will terminate execution. NPHINORED is an integer variable; a value of 3 or 4 is
often suitable. The default value of 3 iterations can be changed in GV from Model |

Pest | Options | Run termination | Max failed iterations.
RELPARSTP
(real)

greater than
zero (0.01)

NRELPAR
(integer)

greater than
zero (3)

ICOV
(integer)

0 or 1 (0)

ICOR
(integer)

0 or 1 (0)

IEIG
(integer)

0 or 1 (0)

PARSAVEITN*
(text)

“parsaveitn”
or
“noparsaveitn”

maximum relative
parameter change
triggering
termination
number of
successive iterations
over which
RELPARSTP applies

if the magnitude of the maximum relative parameter change
between iterations is less than RELPARSTP over NRELPAR
successive iterations, PEST will cease execution. All adjustable
parameters, whether they are relative-limited or factor-limited,
are involved in the calculation of the maximum relative
parameter change. The default values can be changed from

Model | Pest | Options | Run termination.

The posterior (post-history-matching) covariance matrix,
together
with
its
correlation
coefficients
and
record covariance
eigenvectors/eigenvalues, can be used to examine the “health”
matrix in matrix file
of an inverse problem in which regularisation is purely manual
and therefore implied in the definition of the parameters
themselves. If PEST is run in “estimation” mode, with no
singular value decomposition employed and no regularization,
record correlation
then at the end of each iteration of the inversion process PEST
coefficient matrix in
can write the matrix files. Calculation of these matrices is
matrix file
based on the current Jacobian matrix. If the value 1 is
assigned, the corresponding information will be recorded. In
GV the default setting is 0 (no recording) and can be changed
record eigenvectors ticking the options in Model | Pest | Options | Printing. Anyway
in matrix file
all of these matrices are recorded on the run record file at the
end of the inversion process.
store iteration specific parameter value files. In case of a “parsaveitn” value, PEST will
save a parameter value file at the end of every iteration of the inversion process, this
containing best parameter values achieved during that iteration, irrespective of
whether they improved the overall objective function or not. This file is named
case.par.N where case is the filename base of the PEST control file and N is the
iteration number. A “parameter history” of the inversion process is thus recorded. If
PARSAVEITN is set to “noparsaveitn” or omitted, an iteration-specific parameter value
file is not recorded.

SECTION 3
* singular value decomposition
SVDMODE
MAXSING EIGTHRESH
EIGWRITE
* singular value decomposition
1
604 5.000000e-007
1
Variable
Values
name
(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

Description

bold = default in
GV

SVDMODE
(integer)

0 or 1

MAXSING
(integer)

greater than
zero

EIGTHRESH
(real)

zero or
greater, but
less than one
(5E-7)

activates truncated singular value decomposition for solution of inverse problem
SVDMODE activates (1) or de-activates (0) the use of singular value decomposition.
In GV there is the chance to set 1 or 0 ticking the option “Use Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD)” in Model | Pest | Options | Basic Options (already selected by
default).
number of singular values at which truncation of the SVD occurs. In GV this number
can be set manually or the option to apply the maximum number of estimable
parameters can be selected. This is the best setting to use in the vast majority of cases
(already selected by default in GV and automatically assigned).
eigenvalue ratio threshold for truncation. EIGTHRESH is the ratio of lowest to highest
eigenvalue of the (JtQJ + λI) matrix at which singular value truncation occurs. For λ
equal to zero, this is the square root of the ratio of the highest to lowest singular
value of Q1/2J at which singular value truncation occurs. To ensure numerical stability
of the inversion process this should be set to 5E-7 or above, for this is the value at
which numerical noise can be amplified to a level where it smothers the “signal”
contained in the calibration dataset. Where numerical malperformance of a model
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EIGWRITE
(integer)

0 or 1

adds considerable numerical noise to finite-difference derivatives, EIGTHRESH may
need to be set higher than this – possibly as high as 1E-4.
Default value in GV is 5E-7 and can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Basic
Options | Eigenvalue threshold.
determines content of SVD output file. When SVD is activated, PEST writes a file
named case.svd in addition to its usual output files. If SVDMODE is set to 1, this
contains singular values and corresponding eigenvectors of (JtQJ + λI) computed on
each occasion that singular value decomposition is undertaken. It also records the
number of singular values that are actually used in computation of the parameter
upgrade vector (i.e. the number of singular values remaining after truncation). The
SVD output file can become very large, however sometimes an inspection of singular
values can assist in understanding the degree to which an inverse problem is illposed. By setting EIGWRITE to 0, only singular values (and not their corresponding
eigenvectors), are recorded in case.svd, thus reducing its size considerably. The
number of singular values used during calculation of each parameter upgrade is also
recorded.
Default value in GV is 1 and can be changed deselecting Model | Pest | Options | Basic
Options | Write all egenvectors to file.

SECTION 7
* parameter groups
PARGPNME INCTYP DERINC DERINCLB FORCEN DERINCMUL DERMTHD [SPLITTHRESH SPLITRELDIFF SPLITACTION]
(one such line for each of NPARGP parameter groups)
* parameter groups
Kp relative 1.000000e-002 0.000000e+000 switch 2.000000e+000 parabolic
Kz relative 1.000000e-002 0.000000e+000 switch 2.000000e+000 parabolic
Variable
Values
name
Description
(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

PARGPNME*
(text)

bold = default in
GV

12 characters
or less

INCTYP
(text)

“relative”,
“absolute”,
“rel_to_max”

DERINC
(real)

greater than
zero (0.01)

DERINCLB
(real)

FORCEN
(text)

zero or greater
(0.0)

“switch”,
“always_2”,
“always_3”,
“switch_5”,
“always_5”

is the parameter group name, best if limited to six characters.
In GV parameter groups names are already defined and listed in the “Type” column in

Model | Pest | Groups…

INCTYP describes the increment type used to vary the
parameter values along the forward-difference
calculation of derivatives. The increment can be
method by which
“relative”, “absolute”, “rel_to_max”. If the type selected
parameter increments are
is “relative”, the increment is calculated as a fraction of
calculated
the current value of the parameter, provided as the real
variable DERINC. If INCTYP is “absolute” the parameter
increment is fixed and defined by DERINC. If INCTYP is
“rel_to_max”, the increment for any group member is
calculated as a fraction of the group member with
highest absolute value, that fraction again being
absolute or relative
DERINC.
parameter increment
In GV the type of increment can be chosen in the “Inc
Type” column in Model | Pest | Groups… and DERINC
can be set in the “Increment” column.
absolute lower bound of relative parameter increment. If a parameter increment
(INCTYP) is calculated as “relative” or “rel_to_max”, it is possible that it may become
too low if the parameter becomes very small or, in the case of the “rel_to_max”
option, if the magnitude of the largest parameter in the group becomes very small. A
parameter increment becomes “too low” if it does not allow reliable derivatives to be
calculated with respect to that parameter because of round off errors incurred in the
subtraction of nearly equal model-generated observation values.
The DERINCLB variable sets an absolute lower bound on parameter increments to
circumvent this possibility. If INCTYP is “absolute”, DERINCLB is ignored.
DERINCLB with a value of 0.0 does not place a lower bound on parameter increments
(default setting in GV, that can be changed from the column “Lower Bound” in Model
| Pest | Groups…).
determines whether higher order derivatives calculation is undertaken. The character
variable FORCEN (an abbreviation of “forward/central”) determines whether
derivatives for group members are calculated using forward differences, one of the
variants of the central difference method, one of the variants of the five-point
method, or whether different alternatives are used in the course of an optimisation
run. It must assume one of the values “always_2”, “always_3”, “always_5”, “switch” or
“switch_5”.
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DERINCMUL
(real)

greater than
zero (2)

If FORCEN for a particular group is “always_2”, derivatives for all parameters
belonging to that group will always be calculated using the forward difference
method; filling of the columns of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to members of
the group will require as many model runs as there are adjustable parameters in the
group. If FORCEN is provided as “always_3”, the filling of these same columns will
require 2 model runs for each parameter within the group. If FORCEN is set to
“always_5” then a five point finite-difference stencil is used for derivatives calculation,
this requiring 4 model runs per parameter.
If FORCEN is set to “switch”, derivatives calculation for all adjustable group members
begins using the forward difference method, but switches to the three-point method
for the remainder of the inversion process on the iteration after the relative objective
function reduction between successive PEST iterations is less than PHIREDSWH, a
value for which is supplied in the “control data” section of the PEST control file. If
FORCEN is set to “switch_5”, the switch is made to five-point derivatives calculation
instead of three-point derivatives calculation. In either case, the switch to higher order
derivatives can be postponed until a certain iteration is reached using the optional
NOPTSWITCH variable in the “control data” section of the PEST control file.
Experience has shown that in most instances the most appropriate value for FORCEN
is “switch”. This allows speed to take precedence over accuracy in the early stages of
the inversion process when accuracy is not critical to objective function improvement,
and accuracy to take precedence over speed later in the process when realisation of a
(normally smaller) objective function improvement requires that derivatives be
calculated with as much precision as possible.
The default setting in GV is “switch” and can be changed from the column
“Derivative” in Model | Pest | Groups…
derivative increment multiplier when undertaking higher order derivatives calculation.
If three-point derivatives calculation is employed, the value of DERINC is multiplied
by DERINCMUL.
The default setting in GV is 2 and can be changed from the column “Deriv. Mult.” in

Model | Pest | Groups…
DERMTHD
(text)
SPLITTHRESH*
(real)
SPLITRELDIFF*
(real)
SPLITACTION*
(text)

“parabolic”,
“outside_pts”,
“best_fit”,
“minvar”,
“maxprec”
greater than
zero (or zero
to deactivate)
greater than
zero
“smaller”,
“zero” or
“previous”

method of higher order derivatives calculation. If FORCEN for a particular parameter
group is “always_3” or “switch”, you must inform PEST which three-point method to
use.
The default setting in GV is “parabolic” and can be changed from the column
“Method” in Model | Pest | Groups…
slope threshold for split slope analysis
relative slope difference threshold for
action

These optional variables are used to
implement “split slope analysis”.
Settings
for
SPLITTHRESH,
SPLITRELDIFF and SPLITACTION of
1.0E-4, 0.5 and “smaller” appear to
work well on most occasions.

SECTION 8
* parameter data
PARNME PARTRANS PARCHGLIM PARVAL1 PARLBND PARUBND PARGP SCALE OFFSET DERCOM
(one such line for each of NPAR parameters)
PARNME PARTIED
(one such line for each tied parameter)
* parameter data
Kppp1 log factor 1.744457e-008 1.000000e-008 1.000000e-002 Kp 1.0 0.0 1
Kppp2 log factor 5.506230e-008 1.000000e-008 1.000000e-002 Kp 1.0 0.0 1
Kppp3 log factor 2.729492e-008 1.000000e-008 1.000000e-002 Kp 1.0 0.0 1
[…]
Variable
Description
Values
name
(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

PARNME*
(text)

12 characters
or less

PARTRANS
(text)

“log”, “none”,
“fixed”, “tied”

is the parameter name. Each parameter name must be unique and is case insensitive.
In GV the parameter names are assigned automatically.
is the parameter transformation that can assume one of four values, “none”, “log”,
“fixed” or “tied”. Experience has shown repeatedly that log transformation of at least
some parameters can make the difference between a successful inversion process and
an unsuccessful one. This is because, in many cases, the linearity approximation on
which each PEST iteration is based holds better when certain parameters are logPag. 27 | 36
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PARCHGLIM
(text)

PARVAL1
(real)
PARLBND
(real)
PARUBND
(real)
PARGP*
(text)

SCALE*
(real)

“relative”,
“factor”, or
absolute(N)

any real
number
less than or
equal to
PARVAL1
greater than or
equal to
PARVAL1
12 characters
or less
any number
other than
zero (1.0)
any number
(0.0)

OFFSET*
(real)

DERCOM*
(integer)
PARTIED
(text)

zero or greater
(1)
12 characters
or less

transformed. It also follows from the fact that, implied in log-transformation, is a
normalization of parameters with respect to their innate variability.
The default setting in GV “none” can be changed from Model | Pest | Parameters…,
column “Transform”.
type of parameter change limit, used to designate whether an adjustable parameter is
relative-limited, factor-limited or absolute-limited.
The parameter limit options, including only the first two, can be changed in GV from
Model | Pest | Parameters…, then selecting one of the options in the “limit” column
(Relative, Factor). When using Log as the transform, Factor must be selected as the
limit type.
For an adjustable parameter PARVAL1 is the parameter’s starting value which,
together with the starting values of all other adjustable parameters, is successively
improved during the inversion process.
In GV the starting values are automatically read from the pre-calibration parameter
values assigned to the model grid.
These two real variables represent a parameter’s lower
parameter lower bound
and upper bound respectively. For adjustable parameters
the initial parameter value (PARVAL1) must lie between
these two bounds.
In GV, they can be changed from Model | Pest |
parameter upper bound
Parameters…, columns “Minimum” and “Maximum”.
is the name of the group to which a parameter belongs (automatically assigned in
GV).
Just before a parameter value is written to a model input
file it is multiplied by the real variable SCALE, after which
the real variable OFFSET is added. The use of these two
multiplication factor for
variables allows you to redefine the domain of a
parameter
parameter. By using an appropriate SCALE and OFFSET,
you can ensure that parameters never become negative.
Thus if you are estimating the value for a parameter
number to add to
whose domain, as far as the model is concerned, is the
parameter
interval [-9.99, 10], you can shift this domain to [0.01, 20]
for PEST by designating a SCALE of 1.0 and an OFFSET of
-10.0. Similarly, if a parameter’s model domain is entirely
negative, you can make this domain entirely positive for
PEST by supplying a SCALE of -1.0 and an OFFSET of 0.0.
model command line used in computing parameter increments. Unless you are using
PEST’s external derivatives functionality, this variable should be set to 1.
the name of the parameter to which another parameter is tied
The second part of the “parameter data” section of the PEST control file consists of
one line for each tied parameter; if there are no tied parameters, the second part of
the “parameter data” section must be omitted. PARNME is the parameter name,
followed by PARTIED, that is the name of the parameter to which the first-mentioned
parameter is tied.

SECTION 9
* observation groups
OBGNME [GTARG] [COVFLE]
(one such line for each of NOBSGP observation group)
Variable
name

Values

(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

OBGNME
(text)

GTARG*
(real)
COVFILE*

12 characters
or less

positive
(not present in
GV)
a filename

Description
observation group names are case insensitive. A name assigned to one observation
group must not be assigned to any other observation group. A number of groups
equal to NOBSGP must be provided, where NOBSGP is listed in the “control data”
section of the PEST control file.
Names are automatically assigned by GV according to the type of observation (head,
flux, concentration, etc.); further groups with the same prefix of the observation type
can be created adding an integer number in the “Target information” dialog at the
line “Group no.”
it specifies the value of a group-specific target measurement objective function.
GTARG must not be supplied unless PEST is run in “regularisation” mode; even then,
this variable is optional.
covariance matrix file associated with observation group. If a covariance matrix is
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(text)

(not present in
GV)

used for observation weights assignment for a particular observation group, the name
of the file holding the covariance matrix for that group must be provided.

SECTION 10
* observation data
OBSNME OBSVAL WEIGHT OBGNME
(one such line for each of NOBS observations)
Variable
name

Values

(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

OBSNME
(text)
OBSVAL
(real)

Description

20 characters
or less

Observation name. It must contain no spaces. It is case-insensitive. Observation
names must be unique.

any number

measured value of observation

WEIGHT
(real)

zero or greater

observation weight. This is the weight attached to each residual in calculation of the
objective function. When calibrating a surface water model, or when including
contaminant concentrations as a component of the calibration dataset of a
groundwater model, it may be necessary for weights to be calculated as functions of
the measurements themselves. Thus small flows/concentrations (which are often high
in information content) are visible in the inversion process, and are thereby able to
influence parameter values achieved through that process.

OBGNME
(text)

12 characters
or less

observation group to which observation belongs

SECTION 12
* model command line
COMLINE
(one such line for each of NUMCOM command lines)
Variable
name

Values

(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

COMLINE
(text)

system
command

Description
command to run model. The command line may be simply the name of an executable
file, or it may be the name of a batch or script file containing a complex sequence of
steps. Note that you may include the path name in the model command line which
you provide to PEST if you wish.

SECTION 13
* model input/output
TEMPFLE INFLE
(one such line for each of NTPLFLE template files)
INSFLE OUTFLE
(one such line for each of NINSLFE instruction files)
Variable
name

Values

(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

Description

TEMPFLE
(text)

a filename

template file

INFLE
(text)

a filename

model input file

INSFLE
(text)

a filename

instruction file

OUTFLE

a filename

model output file

The first of these is the name of a PEST template file while
the second is the name of the model input file to which the
template file is matched. Pathnames should be provided
for both the template file and the model input file if they
do not reside in the current directory.
This line contains instruction file - model output file pairs.
There should be one line for each of NINSFLE such pairs,
the value of NINSFLE having been provided to PEST in the
“control data” section of the PEST control file. Pathnames
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(text)

must be provided for both instruction files and model
output files if they do not reside in the current directory.

SECTION 14
* prior information
PILBL PIFAC * PARNME + PIFAC * log(PARNME) ... = PIVAL WEIGHT OBGNME
(one such line for each of NPRIOR articles of prior information)
Variable
name

Values

(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

bold = default in
GV

PILBL*
(text)
PIFAC
(text)
PARNME
(text)
PIVAL
(real)
WEIGHT
(real)
OBGNME
(text)

20 characters
or less
real number
other than zero
12 characters
or less
any number
zero or greater
12 characters
or less

Description

name of prior information equation. Like observation names, this label is case
insensitive, and must be unique to each prior information article.
In GV, if Hydraulic Conductivity, Kz, Recharge, and Conductance are selected as
Target types, they are written as Prior Information in the PEST control file.
PIFAC * PARNME + PIFAC * log(PARNME) ... = PIVAL
parameter value factor
General equation that includes the prior information value
(PIVAL). It can include one or more names of adjustable
parameter name
parameters (PARNME) times a factor (PIFAC) which cannot
“observed value” of be omitted. Two examples of equation:
prior
information 1.0 * Kx1 = 2.305
1.0 * Kx1 + 1.0 * log(Kx2) – 2.5 * Kx3 = 7.325
equation
prior
information
The equation is followed by the weight assigned to each
weight
prior information and by its pertinent observation group
observation
group
name (OBGNME).
name

SECTION 16
* regularisation
PHIMLIM PHIMACCEPT [FRACPHIM] [MEMSAVE]
WFINIT WFMIN WFMAX [LINREG] [REGCONTINUE]
WFFAC WFTOL IREGADJ [NOPTREGADJ REGWEIGHTRAT [REGSINGTHRESH]]
* regularisation
125.0 130.0 0.1000000
1.0 1.0e-10 1.0e10
1.3 1.0e-2 1
To run PEST in “regularisation” mode, the variable PESTMODE on the second line of the “control data” section of the PEST
control file must be set to “regularisation”.
Values
Variable name
(Type)
* = cannot be
changed in GV

Description

bold = default
in GV

PHIMLIM
(real)

greater than
0
(1E-10)

PHIMACCEPT
(real)

greater than
PHIMLIM (1)

target measurement objective function. This is the measurement objective function
that PEST “aims for” while keeping the regularisation objective function as low as
possible. During every iteration of the inversion process PEST calculates a
regularisation weight factor that achieves this balance. For the initial runs PHIMLIM
can be set very low, for example 1E-10 just to see how good a fit can be achieved
between model outputs and field measurements. After it should be changed to a
value that can make the measurement objective function comparable to the
parameter objective function. A practical way to make the two PHI functions
comparable, is to come up with an acceptable residual (error) at each observation,
square it, and multiply it by the number of observations. For instance, if you have 100
observation of head (N) and you consider 15 cm an acceptable error (Err) for your
calibrated heads, it will be: PHIMLIM = (Err)2 x N = (0.15)2 x 100 = 1.5.
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Regularization | “Upper limit of
measurement Objective function”.
acceptable measurement objective function.
During each iteration, PEST calculates the optimal value of the regularisation weight
factor for that iteration. This is the value which results in a measurement objective
function Фm equal to PHIMLIM (i.e. Фml). If PEST cannot lower Фm to an acceptable
level, it simply proceeds to the next iteration and tries again. If it does succeed in
lowering Фm to an acceptable level, then PEST attempts to lower Фr while maintaining
Фm below this acceptable level. This acceptable level is PHIMACCEPT; it should be set
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FRACPHIM
(real)

Between 0.0
and 1.0 (0.1)

MEMSAVE*
(text)

“memsave”
or
“nomemsave
”

WFINIT
(real)

greater than
0 (0.01)

WFMIN
(real)

greater than
0 (1E-6)

WFMAX
(real)

greater than
WFMAX
(10000)

LINREG*
(text)

“linreg” or
“nonlinreg”

REGCONTINUE*
(text)

“continue” or
“nocontinue
”

slightly higher than PHIMLIM in order to give PEST some “room to move” in its
attempts to lower Фr while keeping Фm below Фml. In general, set PHIMACCEPT 5-10%
higher than PHIMLIM. This works fine in the vast majority of cases.
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Regularization | “Acceptable
measurement Objective func.”.
set target measurement objective function at this fraction of current measurement
objective function. The FRACPHIM variable allows to set PHIMLIM very low (possibly
lower than is achievable), but still retain the benefits of regularisation. If FRACPHIM is
greater than 0.0, PEST calculates a new value for PHIMLIM at the beginning of each
iteration. This value is calculated as the current value of the measurement objective
function times FRACPHIM. Thus PEST will always “aim for” a measurement objective
function that is lower than the current one. However it does not pursue a target that
is so low as to require the complete abandonment of regularisation. As well as
adjusting the value of PHIMLIM during every iteration, PEST also adjusts the value of
PHIMACCEPT. This adjustment is made such that the ratio of PHIMACCEPT to
PHIMLIM is the same as that supplied in the PEST control file.
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Regularization | “Fraction of
measurement Objective func.”.
activate conservation of memory at cost of execution speed and quantity of model
output. It can be used to help PEST in very highly parameterized cases.
initial regularisation weight factor. Weights assigned to regularisation observations
and/or regularisation prior information equations are multiplied internally by the
regularisation weight factor prior to formulation of the total objective function
during each iteration. Equivalently, covariance matrices assigned to groups of
regularisation observations and prior information equations are divided by the
square of the regularisation weight factor.
If there are many adjustable parameters, calculation of the regularisation weight
factor for the first iteration can be time-consuming if WFINIT is far from optimal.
Hence if you have any idea of what the weight factor should be (for example from a
previous PEST run), then you should provide WFINIT with this value. Otherwise simply
set it to 1.0.
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest | Options | Regularization | “Initial
Regularization Weight Factor”.
minimum
regularisation
weight factor.
In GV it can be changed
These are the minimum and maximum permissible
from Model | Pest |
values that the regularisation weight factor is allowed
Options | Regularization |
to take. Normally settings of 1E-10 and 1E10 are
“Minimum Regularization
suitable. If PEST wishes to transgress these limits it will
Weight Factor”.
notify you of this. This normally indicates that
maximum
regularisation
regularisation constraints are too weak to ensure
weight factor.
inverse problem uniqueness (if the upper weight factor
In GV it can be changed
limit is encountered), or that measurement weights are
from Model | Pest |
too low (if the lower weight factor limit is encountered).
Options | Regularization |
“Maximum Regularization
Weight Factor”.
informs PEST that all regularisation constraints are linear. If regularisation information
is entirely linear, there are many matrix operations carried out as part of PEST’s
regularisation functionality which do not need to be repeated from iteration to
iteration, with significant gains in efficiency. The user can inform PEST that all
regularisation constraints are linear through the optional LINREG control variable.
LINREG should be supplied as either “linreg” or “nonlinreg”. If a value for LINREG is
not supplied in a PEST control file, the default value of “nonlinreg” is employed,
unless all regularisation constraints are supplied as prior information, in which case
the default value of “linreg” is used.
instructs PEST to continue minimising regularisation objective function even if
measurement objective function less than PHIMLIM. When working in “regularization”
mode, PEST ceases execution immediately if the measurement objective function falls
below its user-supplied target value of PHIMLIM. Therefore it does not undertake
further iterations in an attempt to lower the regularisation objective function any
further in order to maximize the extent to which parameters adhere to the preferred
condition that is encapsulated in regularisation constraints. If REGCONTINUE is set as
“continue”, PEST will continue iterating, trying to improve the regularisation objective
function, until some other convergence criterion is met. If absent, it is assumed to be
“nocontinue”.
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WFFAC
(real)

greater than
1 (1.3)

WFTOL
(real)

greater than
0 (0.01)

IREGADJ
(integer)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or
5

NOPTREGADJ
(integer)

1 or greater

REGWEIGHTRAT
(real)

absolute
value of 1 or
greater (50)

REGSINGTHRES
H
(real)

less than 1
and greater
than 0 (1E-5)

When PEST calculates the appropriate regularisation
weight factor to use during any iteration, it uses an
iterative procedure which begins at the value of the
regularisation weight factor calculated during the
previous iteration; for the first iteration it uses WFINIT
to start the procedure. In the process of finding the
weight factor which will result in a measurement
objective function of PHIMLIM, PEST first travels along a
convergence criterion for path of progressively increasing or decreasing weight
regularisation
weight factor. In undertaking this exploration, it either
factor.
multiplies or divides the weight factor by WFFAC
In GV it can be changed approaching the optimal weight factor through a series
from Model | Pest | of successive approximations. When two subsequent
Options | Regularization | weight factors differ from each other by no more than
“Weight Factor Tolerance”. a relative amount of WFTOL, the optimal weight factor
is deemed to have been calculated.
instructs
PEST
to
perform
interregularisation
group
weight
factor If IREGADJ is provided with a non-zero
adjustment, or to compute new relative value, this instructs PEST to apply
weights for regularisation observations differential weighting to regularisation
constraints with regularisation weights
and prior information equations.
being weaker on parameters that are
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest
relatively estimable on the basis of the
| Options | Regularization | “Intergroup
current calibration dataset, while being
Regularization Option (1 to 5)”.
stronger on constraints that pertain to
the optimisation iteration interval for re- parameters
that
are
relatively
calculation of regularisation weights if inestimable. Thus the information
IREGADJ is 4 or 5.
content of the calibration dataset can
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest be transferred to parameters of which
| Options | Regularization | “Iteration this dataset is informative, without the
Interval for Recalculation”.
need to relax application of default
conditions on parameters for which
the
ratio
of
highest
to
lowest
information in the calibration dataset is
regularisation weight.
weak or absent. Various strategies can
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest
be implemented according to the
| Options | Regularization | “Reg. Weight
setting of this variable. Though
Ratio”.
differing widely in their details, they all
singular value of JtQJ (as factor of highest
attempt to strengthen regularisation
singular value) at which use of higher
constraints on parameters whose
regularisation weights commences if values are relatively uninformed by the
IREGADJ is set to 5.
calibration dataset while loosening
In GV it can be changed from Model | Pest constraints on those of which the
| Options | Regularization | “Singular Value
calibration dataset is informative.
Threshold”.
regularisation
weight
adjustment factor.
In GV it can be changed
from Model | Pest |
Options | Regularization |
“Weight Factor Multiplier”.
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Appendix 2.

PEST Run Record file

Sections of the rec file
Echoing the Input Data Set
PEST commences execution by reading all of its input data. As soon as this is read, it echoes
most of this data to the run record file. Hence the first section of this file is simply a
restatement of most of the information contained in the PEST control file. Note that the
letters “na” stand for “not applicable”, indicating that a particular PEST variable has no effect
on the inversion process.
PEST run mode:Parameter estimation mode
Case dimensions:Number of parameters
: 412
Number of adjustable parameters
: 412
Number of parameter groups
:
2
Number of observations
: 54
Number of prior estimates
:
0
Model command line(s):pestgv.bat
Jacobian command line:na
Model interface files:Templates:
points.tpl
pointz.tpl
for model input files:
points.dat
pointz.dat
(Parameter values written using single precision protocol.)
(Decimal point always included.)
Instruction files:
targpest.ins
for reading model output files:
targpest.out
PEST-to-model message file:na

The Parameter Estimation Record
After echoing its input data, PEST calculates the objective function arising out of the initial
parameter set; it records this initial objective function value on the run record file together
with the initial parameter values themselves. Then it starts the inversion process in earnest,
beginning with the first iteration. After calculating the Jacobian matrix PEST attempts
objective function improvement using one or more Marquardt lambdas. As it does this, it
records the corresponding objective function value, both in absolute terms and as a fraction
of the objective function value at the commencement of the iteration.
At the end of each iteration PEST records either two or more (depending on its input
settings) very important pieces of information. These are the maximum factor parameter
change and the maximum relative parameter change. In the absence of any regularisation,
this information may be crucial in deciding which parameters should be fixed. Anyway, the
numerical regularisation methodologies provide a far better means of achieving inversion
stability than manual regularisation or automatic user-intervention.
OPTIMISATION RECORD
INITIAL CONDITIONS:
Sum of squared weighted residuals (ie phi)
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Current parameter values
ro1 0.500000
ro2 5.00000
ro3 0.500000
h1 2.00000
h2 5.00000
OPTIMISATION ITERATION NO. : 1
Model calls so far : 1
Starting phi for this iteration : 780.55
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Lambda = 10.000 ----->

= 780.55
"obsgp1" = 395.83
"obsgp2" = 369.92
"prgp1" = 14.805

"obsgp1" : 395.83
"obsgp2" : 369.92
"prgp1" : 14.805
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Phi = 566.54 ( 0.726 of starting phi)
Lambda = 4.6416 ----->
Phi = 561.06 ( 0.719 of starting phi)
No more lambdas: relative phi reduction between lambdas less than 0.0300
Lowest phi this iteration: 561.06
Current parameter values Previous parameter values
ro1 0.500000 ro1 0.500000
ro2 10.0000 ro2 5.00000
ro3 1.00000 ro3 0.500000
h1 1.87089 h1 2.00000
h2 10.0766 h2 5.00000
Maximum factor change: 2.015 ["h2"]
Maximum relative change: 1.015 ["h2"]
OPTIMISATION RESULTS
Adjustable parameters ----->
Parameter Estimated 95% percent confidence limits
value lower limit upper limit
ro2
10.0000 7.42181
13.4738
h1
0.263727 0.132222
0.395233
h2
42.4732 23.6218
76.3689
Note: confidence limits provide only an indication of parameter uncertainty.
They rely on a linearity assumption which may not extend as far in
parameter space as the confidence limits themselves - see PEST manual.
Tied parameters ----->
Parameter Estimated value
ro3 1.00000
Fixed parameters ----->
Parameter Fixed value
ro1 0.500000
See file test.sen for parameter sensitivities.

Optimised Parameter Values and Confidence Intervals
After completing the inversion process, PEST prints the outcomes of this process to the third
section of the run record file. First it lists estimated parameter values. It does this in three
stages; adjustable parameters, then tied parameters and, finally, any fixed parameters.
If no regularisation is used in the inversion process, PEST then calculates 95 percent
confidence limits for estimated parameters.
Adjustable parameters ----->
Parameter Estimated 95% percent confidence limits
value lower limit upper limit
ro2 10.0000 7.42181 13.4738
h1 0.263727 0.132222 0.395233
h2 42.4732 23.6218 76.3689
Note: confidence limits provide only an indication of parameter uncertainty.
They rely on a linearity assumption which may not extend as far in
parameter space as the confidence limits themselves - see PEST manual.
Tied parameters ----->
Parameter Estimated value
ro3 1.00000
Fixed parameters ----->
Parameter Fixed value
ro1 0.500000
See file test.sen for parameter sensitivities.

Observations and Prior Information
After it has recorded the estimated parameter set on the run record file, PEST records the
measured observation values, together with their model-generated counterparts calculated
on the basis of the estimated parameter set. The differences between the two (i.e. the
residuals) are also listed, together with the user-supplied set of observation weights. Where
a covariance matrix is used instead of weights for a particular observation group, the string
“Cov.Mat.” is recorded instead of the weight supplied in the PEST control file (which is
meaningless under these circumstances). Following observations, user-supplied and modeloptimised prior information values are listed; a prior information value is the number on the
right side of a prior information equation. As was done for observations, residuals and usersupplied weights are tabulated for prior information equations.
Observations ----->
Observation Measured Calculated Residual Weight Group
value value
ar1 1.21038 1.62662 -0.416243 Cov. Mat. obsgp1
…
ar19 1.00272 1.00683 -4.115000E-03 1.000 obsgp2
Prior information ----->
Prior Provided Calculated Residual Weight Group
information value value
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pi1
pi2
See
See
See

1.00000 0.263727 0.736273 3.000 prgp1
2.60260 2.62811 -2.551458E-02 2.000 prgp1
file test.res for more details of residuals in graph-ready format.
file test.rsr for details of rotated residuals in graph-ready format.
file test.seo for composite observation sensitivities.

Objective Function
Next the objective function is listed, together with the contribution made to the objective
function by the different observation groups.
Objective function ----->
Sum of squared weighted residuals (ie phi)
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group
Contribution to phi from observation group

= 56.525
"obsgp1" = 22.588
"obsgp2" = 29.056
"prgp1" = 4.8815

Correlation Coefficient
The correlation coefficient pertaining to the current parameter estimation problem,
calculated using equation 5.3.2 of Doherty (2015), is recorded next in the run record file.

R defined through (5.3.2) provides a measure of the extent to which variability of field
measurements is explained by the calibrated model compared to that which can be
construed as purely random. Some modellers recommend that success of a calibration
exercise should be judged on whether or not a certain correlation coefficient is attained (for
example 0.9). Actually, this statistic provides little assistance to the necessarily subjective
process of judging the success of the parameter estimation process. Its usefulness is further
degraded where observations are of different types, and where observation weighting
includes a subjective component which is important to the success of the parameter
estimation process in the presence of structural noise.
Correlation Coefficient ----->
Correlation coefficient = 0.97870

Analysis of Residuals
The next section of the run record file lists a number of statistics pertaining to residuals first to all residuals, and then separately to each observation group (including any
observation groups to which prior information was assigned). Ideally, after the parameter
estimation process is complete, weighted residuals should have a mean of zero and be
randomly distributed. The information contained in this section of the run record file helps
to assess whether this is the case. It also allows the user to immediately identify outliers
(those observations for which the residuals are unusually high).
Analysis of residuals ----->
All residuals (rotated as necessary):Number of residuals with non-zero weight = 21
Mean value of non-zero weighted residuals = 1.8798E-02
Maximum weighted residual [observation "ar10"] = 3.425
Minimum weighted residual [observation "ar7_r"] = -2.467
Standard variance of weighted residuals = 3.140
Standard error of weighted residuals = 1.772
Note: the above variance was obtained by dividing the objective
function by the number of system degrees of freedom (ie. number of
observations with non-zero weight plus number of prior information
articles with non-zero weight minus the number of adjustable parameters.)
If the degrees of freedom is negative the divisor becomes
the number of observations with non-zero weight plus the number of
prior information items with non-zero weight.
Rotated residuals for observation group "obsgp1":Number of residuals with non-zero weight = 8
Mean value of non-zero weighted residuals = -0.9667
Maximum weighted residual [observation "ar8_r"] = 1.829
Minimum weighted residual [observation "ar7_r"] = -2.467
"Variance" of weighted residuals = 2.824
"Standard error" of weighted residuals = 1.680
Note: the above "variance" was obtained by dividing the sum of squared
residuals by the number of items with non-zero weight.
Residuals for observation group "obsgp2":-
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Number of residuals with non-zero weight = 11
Mean value of non-zero weighted residuals = 0.5428
Maximum weighted residual [observation "ar10"] = 3.425
Minimum weighted residual [observation "ar13"] = -1.302
"Variance" of weighted residuals = 2.641
"Standard error" of weighted residuals = 1.625
Note: the above "variance" was obtained by dividing the sum of squared
residuals by the number of items with non-zero weight.
Residuals for observation group "prgp1":Number of residuals with non-zero weight = 2
Mean value of non-zero weighted residuals = 1.079
Maximum weighted residual [observation "pi1"] = 2.209
Minimum weighted residual [observation "pi2"] = -5.1029E-02
"Variance" of weighted residuals = 2.441
"Standard error" of weighted residuals = 1.562
Note: the above "variance" was obtained by dividing the sum of squared
residuals by the number of items with non-zero weight.

Kullback-Leibler (K-L) Information Loss Statistics
The AIC, AICC, BIC and KIC information criteria are next recorded.
K-L information statistics ----->
AIC = 28.79352
AICC = 31.29352
BIC = 32.97161
KIC = 32.50485

Post-Calibration Parameter Covariance Matrix
The post-calibration covariance matrix is recorded when manual regularization is applied
(zone calibration) and reports variances and covariances of parameters errors (given by the
difference between estimated and expected value of parameters). The aim is to obtain
variances and covariances as smaller as possible, reducing uncertainty with respect to the
pre-calibration parameter uncertainty. The post-calibration error variance of a parameter
can be high when the calibration dataset contains no information on that parameter, or
when the parameter suffers of a high degree of correlation with others.
Uncertainties calculated in this way take no account of the fact that parameters adjusted
may be averaged over a large part of parameter space (eliminating any heterogeneity within
that space using zones). Nor do they represent parameters that may be tied or fixed because
of their inestimability.
If the model is highly nonlinear, and the inverse problem ill-posed, the post-calibration
parameter error covariance matrix cannot be calculated at all.
Parameter covariance matrix ----->
ro2 h1 h2
ro2 3.7986E-03 2.7161E-03 -5.4116E-03
h1 2.7161E-03 3.9177E-03 -3.9483E-03
h2 -5.4116E-03 -3.9483E-03 1.4708E-02

Correlation Coefficient Matrix
The correlation coefficient matrix informs a modeller whether excessive correlation with
other parameters may be the reason for high post-calibration error variance of a particular
parameter.
Parameter correlation coefficient matrix ----->
ro2 h1 h2
ro2 1.000 0.7041 -0.7240
h1 0.7041 1.000 -0.5201
h2 -0.7240 -0.5201 1.000

Normalised Eigenvector Matrix and Eigenvalues
These are the best source of information on ill-posedness and the reason for this. If the ratio
of highest to lowest eigenvalue of a post-calibration parameter error covariance matrix is
greater than about 5×107, the numerical integrity of the inversion process is highly
questionable. Refinement of the manual regularization strategy then becomes essential. If
the eigenvector associated with the highest eigenvalue is dominated by a single parameter,
then that parameter should not be estimated and held at a value equal to its prior expected
value.
Normalized eigenvectors of parameter covariance matrix ----->
Vector_1 Vector_2 Vector_3
ro2 0.8327 -0.4035 -0.3793
h1 -0.5248 -0.7936 -0.3079
h2 0.1768 -0.4554 0.8726
Eigenvalues ----->
9.3797E-04 3.0330E-03 1.8453E-02
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